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EXECUTIVE SIUMMAR
Under this contract, The MIT Media Laboratory explored state-of-the art display
techniques, together with interactive means, on the theme of advanced mapping displays
for the commander. Achievements-including some "world firsts"--are summarized
below:

PRINT QUALITY MAPS
- investigated algorithms for the display and integration of video image sequences into a
very high resolution (2Kx2K) graphics adapter. A light-pen was used for making
annotations, and to control movies from drone over-flights placed as "inserts" over a highresolution background map image

LARGE FORMAT DISPLAYS
-

built unique high-resolution display with total pixel count of 6k by 2k, measuring over 60
by 20 inches. Display employs an original virtual framebuffer concept wherein three
physical framebuffers supporting the display may, for programming purposes, be treated
as a single buffer.
* the prototype features an underlying software architecture and window tool kit that
allows rapid and flexible prototyping of experimental graphic environments

prototype imagery includes a news and weather browsing/query application, using as
backdrop a 4k by 8k pixel cloudless image of the earth derived from over 1000 4km
landsat images; e. g., news stories from around world are arranged according to their
geographic locale

TERRAIN VISUALIZATION
-

demonstrated utility of emerging virtual environment (VE) technologies for visualizing
and interacting with computational models of terrain, vehicles and aircraft engaged in
simulated operations. Explored VE software, interface and modeling technologies,
including:
"*displaying synthetic human figures using kinematic simulation of gait
"•study of whole-hand input, including a taxonomy of hand gestures for input to VE
systems
"*a constraintpackage for describing causal dependencies among objects, agents and
processes in the virtual world;
"*a modular and flexible system for dynamic simulation of mechanisms and vehicles
"*a task level VE system for mission planning ("mission visualizer")
"• an intelligent cameracontroller for maintaining visual context and ensuring smooth
visual transitions
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Z-AXIS OF INFORMATION
- developed closed-form approximate solution to the problem of extracting shape
informationfrom image shading, with improved method for estimating the illuminant
direction
- developed unique object-oriented "window" toolkit which provides the highest graphic
quality anti-aliased fonts, and allows every object to have variable translucency and
focus. Layout relationships between these graphic objects can be controlled automatically
by networks of constraints invoked from a case library. This system:
"•uses the parameters of color, transparency, and focus in display with as many as 30
salient layers of information to precisely control which objects are brought to the
users attention, and by what amount
"•uses Intelligent Layout system so that presentations can be generated automatically
which maintain their legibility, structure and style independent of the allocated screen
real estate

DYNAMIC MAPS
- in image processing area, developed "steerable filters" to analyze local orientation of
textured images, find edges, perform image enhancement, and to extract information
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from moving imagery. Also, developed "steerable pyramids" to break down image
interactively for analysis and enhancement

MULTI-MODAL INTERACTION & SEMANTIC AND DISCOURSE STRUCTURE
- implemented and demonstrated, for first time ever:
"*speech, gaze, and manual input combined at a single interface
"*two-hand,free-handedgestural input, with accompanying speech and gaze, to
indicate, rotations, shifts, translations, re-scalings, of solid 3-D items
"•modulation offree-hand gestural input by gaze, e.g., user looking at hands or not
while gesturing alters interpretation of that gesture by the system

HOLOGRAPHIC TERRAIN MAPPING
-

Achieved dramatic advances in basic holographic science, and significant steps in
adapting holograms to display applications:
"•for first time anywhere in world, achieved full-color moving holographic video
images
"•developed holograms with wide viewing angle: beyond +/- 50 degrees for holograms
300 mm square (frontal area), and only slightly less for holograms over a meter
square
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"*demonstrated interaction with holographic images generated in less than two seconds
"•developed holographic 3-D relief maps with overlain topological data and feature data
(roads, landmarks, etc.), either viewable by horizontal shift in viewing position; also
"pop in" display inserts, viewable by horizontal head-shift, which, e.g., bring in
specified regions of 3-D map surface forward at higher magnification
"*achieved information and bandwidth reduction for computed holograms via the
development of a lensless-Fourier-transform optical geometry that produces a
particularly straightforward interference fringe pattern for computation and
transmission.
"*achieved increased image quality, decreased computation time, and production of
surface-shaded images via pre-computational approach
"*developed a conceptual model of a one-step optical holographic hard-copy printing
process, toward goal of attaining high quality holographic images without requiring
the current IwQ-step process of first generating a "master," then a white-light
viewable "copy"
LOOKING AT THE USER
- developed a near-real-time computer system which can locate and track a subject's head,
and then recognize the person by comparing characteristics of the face to those of known
individuals

5

INTRODUCTION
This report attempts to summarize detailed research progress documented in various
publication,

-,ports, articles, and/or academic theses which are identified herein.

Purpose of proect
The purpose of this project was to research and develop in prot'type display technologies
and interface techniques to serve the interests of the commander. The work was in three
broad categories:
"•To enhance display qualities, in particular: the readability of tactical maps through
enhanced resolution, graphical techniques of transparency, spatio-temporal trade-offs,
and removal of spatio-temporal clutter; map usability, through readily-annotated largeformat displays, and visualization of terrain through low-cost, real-time 3-D computer
graphics techniques
"•To broaden dSer actions, through multimodal natural dialogue via concurrent speech
input, gesture, and gaze
"*To explore advanced i/o, in particular: synthetic terrain holography from mapping data,
and the innovation and development of real-time holographic video; the extraction of
range data from camera depth-of-field information, both to make likelihood estimates of
scene structure, and to evaluate user expressive facial output.
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Proiect Personnel:

Personnel at the MIT Media Laboratory directly involved in the conduct of this research
were:
Dr. Edward Adelson, Associate Professor of Visual Sciences and co-Director
(with Dr. Alex Pentland) of the Lab's Vision Science Group.
Walter Bender, Principal Research Associate at the Media Laboratory.
Dr. Stephen A. Benton, Professor of Media Technology, Head of the Media
Arts and Sciences Section, and Director of the Lab's Spatial Imaging Group.
Dr. Richard A. Bolt, Senior Research Scientist and Director of the Media Lab's
Advanced Human Interface Group.
Prof. Muriel R. Cooper, Professor of Visual Studies and Director of the Lab's
Visual Language Workshop.
Andrew Lippman, Lecturer, and co-director of the MIT Media Laboratory.
Mr. Ronald L. MacNeil, Principal Research Associate at the Media Laboratory
and co-founder with Prof. Muriel Cooper of the Visible Language Workshop.
Dr. Alex Pentland, Associate Professor of Computers, Communication, end
Design Technology, and co-Director (with Dr. Edward H. Adelson) of the
Lab's Vision Science Group.
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Dr. David L. Zeltzer, Associate Professor of Computer Graphics and Director
of the Lab's Computer Graphics and Animation Group.
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PRINT Q

-ALITYMAPS

Relevant Personnel:
Work under this topic was conducted by Walter Bender under the general supervision of
Andrew Lippman, co-director of the MIT Media Lab.

Paper Ouality Maps with Video Overlay
We investigated algorithms for the display and integration of video image sequences into a
very high resolution (2Kx2K) graphics display. A light-pen was used for making
annotations, and to control movies placed as "inserts" over the high-resolution background
image.
In our prototype graphic, geographic feature data was overlain on elevation maps. Then,
digital video data from a drone "fly over" was displayed on the map in a position and
orientation which corresponded to the drone in flight. The interface to the application
enabled the user to interrupt the motion sequence on any frame by touching the video
window with the light pen. The next level of the decomposition was retrieved from disk,
with the subsequent still image doubled in size.
In our approach to movie coding we used vector quantization for simple decoding, and
asymmetric quadrature mirror filters (QMF) for fast reconstruction of the sub-bands. Offline, we created a spatial sub-band representation of the luminance channel of the video,
and applied a vector quantizer to the chrominance channels. We achieved motion by
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retrieving the lowest level of the sub-band representation while decoding the color in realtime. Subsequent levels of spatial detail are synthesized on-line, although, only by
sacrificing motion.
In the application, the lowest level of the spatial decomposition was stored in virtual
memory. We were able to store 85 frames per megabyte. These images were applied to the
screen directly, from 10 to 12 Hertz. The application affords both motion and spatial
resolution, albeit simultaneously.
The video images contribute to both the detail and accuracy of the map information. Much
of the video includes close-up footage of moving vehicles and details of the terrain not
evident in the map. In its present state, the system could be useful as a means of verifying
and augmenting digital terrain maps. With real-time processing of the video it could well
find use in tactical situations.
However, given the particular source materials used, the disparity between the very detailed
video and the coarse terrain data made it difficult to correlate drone position with map
features. The dead-reckoning system used by the drone proved not very useful, the
coordinates being up to 5000 meters off true position; before such a system could be used
in actual reconnaissance, more accurate position tracking of the drone must be established.
Perhaps the correspondence between known and observed features can be put to use in
future systems.
The techniques employed in our prototype did not take advantage of special purpose
hardware. In particular, no provisions were made for either real-time capture or full screen
motion. However, by providing the simultaneous display of multiple, scalable, moving
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movies, "multi-media" applications which use preprocessed, window-sized video
sequences can be designed.
There are great advantages in using digital video over analog video in when creating multimedia systems. Problems occurring when applying analog video include:
" limited means of distribution: analog video is precluded from many digital
distribution channels, such as computer local area networks and digital storage media
"•the fixed raster format makes analog signals difficult to scale, and puts upper bound
on image quality
"•integration of video into applications requires special hardware
"*Access to the video material is indirect and limited
In contrast, digital video is inherently flexible:
"•directly accessible in units of time or space, thus amenable to manipulation
"•scalable in both duration and resolution
"*production, distribution, and reconstruction are sufficiently decoupled, so that image
quality can be made directly proportional to size of bandwidth and cost of processing
A primary goal of our approach was to minimize the necessary computation while
maintaining a reasonably low bandwidth. We accomplished this by using a great deal of
data reduction together with a small amount of data encoding. Our movies were displayed
small, in windows, but "stills" can be displayed at full screen resolution. The video we
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provide is not of as high a quality or as low a bandwidth as is available by adding special
decompression hardware, but is still clear and manageable. Future considerations include
the use of hardware assist in compression/decompression in order to provide real-time
input to the system, as well as more rapid response when reconstituting the video.

References/Publications/Theses
Bender, Walter and Robert Mollitor. Digital movies for "off-the-shelf displays.
Proceedings,SPIE, Vol. 1258, February 1990.
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LARG E FORMAT DISPLAXY
Relevant Personnel:
Work under this topic was conducted by Ronald L. MacNeil, a Principal Research
Associate at the Media Laboratory and co-founder (with Muriel R. Cooper) of the
Lab's Visible Language Workshop.

6k by 2k Display Prototype
Command, control and communications display systems must support local and remote
groups of viewers at varying viewing distances with extraordinary amounts of dynamic
visual information. Conventional large scale displays trade away the resolution needed to
provide local context. We have built a prototype display which is the largest high-resolution
display extant with a total pixel count of 6k by 2k over 60 by 20 inches. It has an
underlying software architecture and window tool kit that allows rapid and flexible
prototyping of experimental graphic environments
The display prototype is constructed using three 2k by 2k Sony CRT monitors oriented
around a first surface 50/50 beamsplitter so that the vertical edges of the center and adjacent
monitors overlap slightly to create a perceptually seamless display. A virtual framebuffer
software layer makes the display seem like a continuous buffer to the programmer, taking
care of gradient overlapping of the seams and reversing the center image. [Masuishi,
MacNeil, & Small, 1991]
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A news and weather browsing and query application was prototyped using as a backdrop a
4k by 8k pixel cloudless image of the earth derived from over 1000 4km landsat images
[VanSant 91]. News stories from around the world are arranged according to their
geographic position.
The graphics toolkit includes video and sound. The display has been linked through a local
fiber optic network to a remote research lab and remote teleconferencing experiments have
been conducted using multiple video windows and stereo sound on the large highresolution display.

References/Publications/Theses
T. Masuishi Tetsuya, Ronald MacNeil, and David Small. (1992) "6,000 x 2,000 Display
prototype." Proceedingsof SPIE/IS&T Symposium on ElectronicImaging Science &
Technology. San Jose, CA, February.
Van Sant, Tom. (1991) Satellite Composite view of Earth, by Tom Van Sant and the
GEOSPHERE PROJECT, Santa Monica CA. With assistance from NOOA, NASA,
EYES ON EARTH. Technical direction: Lloyd Van Warren. Source data derived
from NOAAMTIROS-N Series Satellites. Completed April 15, 1990. Tom Van Sant,
Inc. 146 Entrada Drive, Santa Monica, CA.
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TERAIN VISUALIZATION
Relevant Personnel:
Work in this area is under the direction of Dr. David L. Zeltzer, Associate Professor of
Computer Graphics and Director of the Lab's Computer Graphics and Animation Group.

Virtual environment (VE) systems for mission visualization and rehearsal
The importance of simulation and virtual environments (VEs) has been amply demonstrated
in the training domain, in the form of flight simulation systems [9], and networked land
vehicle simulators for group training exercises [5]. The central focus of the work reported
here is the design and implementation of VEs for command and control. In particular, we
wished to demonstrate the utility of emerging VE technologies for visd,,:izing and
interacting with computational models of terrain, vehicles and aircraft engaged in simulated
operations. Along the way we have explored VE software, interface and modeling
technologies. These include:
"*the bolio VE system, which is capable of displaying synthetic human figures using
kinematic simulation of gait;
"*a study of whole-hand input, including a taxonomy of hand gestures for input to VE
systems;
- a constraint package for describing causal dependencies among objects, agents and
processes in the virtual world;
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"*the virtual erectorset, a modular and flexible system for dynamic simulation of
mechanisms and vehicles;
"•a task level VE system for mission planning, which incorporates
"•an intelligent camera controller for maintaining visual context and ensuring smooth visual
transitions.
We will briefly describe each of these in the following sections.

The bolio virtual environment system
An integratedgraphicalsimulationplatform (IGSP) is the software platform for implementing a VE. Our first generation IGSP-which we call bolio-hasserved as the
testbed for developing the terrain and mission visualizers. The bolio system has been reported at technical conferences and symposia [2, 6, 14, 21] and will not be described in
detail in this,document.
Work on the bolio VE system was begun in 1986 by researchers in the Computer Graphics
and Animation Group of the MIT Media Lab. Initial design goals were twofold: to provide
an intuitive editor for graphical objects at multiple levels of detail; and to serve as a
transparent, modular and device-independent developers' interface for a variety of
applications [2].
Bolio has since evolved into a VE system that supports multi-modal interaction with
distributed, concurrent simulations [13, 21] while it has continued to serve as a devel-
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opment testbed with a modular and consistent programmers' interface. This developers'
interface includes a global object data base; a mechanism for passing messages among
distribu.,d processes; and a function library for access to the primitive operations for
kinematics, dynamics, and the constraint definition and satisfaction tools that bolio provides [ 19]. bolio has been used by a number of researchers to develop standalone applications packages [3, 6, 8, 12, 15, 20]. Among these is the application dubbed sa [181, which
was designed for the kinematic simulation of human gait; here, sa was interfaced to the
bolio system, and was used to depict human figures walking over uneven terrain.
The bolio system architecture is built around a process scheduler and an associated
constraint network that link concurrent simulation processes, displays and input devices
[ 14]. Displays have included conventional monitors as well as VPL LX and HRX
Eyephones, a specially-constructed 3-axis force output joystick [10, 17], and stereo audio
output using an Apple Mac 11 to store and retrieve pre-digitized sound samples. Input
devices have included Polhemus and Ascension trackers, the six degree of freedom
Spaceball, the Articulate Systems Voice Navigatorfor spoken input, VPL DataGloves, the
EXOS Dexterous Hand Master, the Mattel Powerglove, and the above-mentioned forceoutput joystick.
Bolio is implemented in C and runs on several different workstations, including Stardent
Titan and HP 800 and 700 series workstations. Control of most of the I/O devices is
offloaded onto smaller desktop processors or remote workstations with either Ethernet or
serial links to the main workstation. Experience has shown that the overhead for
interprocess communication with remote applications and I/O devices is minimal [14].
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Whole-hand input

Several new devices have become commercially available for measuring hand motion,
including the DataGlove from VPL Inc., and the Dexterous Hand Master from EXOS, Inc.
Using these hand-motion measurement devices, we have investigated whole-hand
interaction with virtual objects and agents of varying levels of autonomy. In this work we
have developed a taxonomy of hand motions useful for direct manipulation in virtual
environments. In particular, this taxonomy allows us to use the human hand to implement
the conventional logical input devices, button, valuator,and locator. Rather than building
graphical interfaces with virtual devices (i.e., graphically displayed buttons, dials and
sliders that are manipulated using a mouse or stylus), we can implement these eminently
useful functions as postures and motions of the user's hand. We have found this to
facilitate efficient and natural interaction with virtual environments. This work is reported in
detail in [13] and [15].

The bolio constraint network
By associating events and processes in sets of causal relationships, a constraintnetwork
defines the top-level behavior of a VE system, as well as behaviors of other components
and sub-processes [14]. For example, a program which controls the physically based
behavior of a mechanical assembly would send commands to a mechanical simulation
module to update the state of the assembly when one of the parts is "moved" by a human
wearing a whole-hand input device (e.g., DataGlove). While these associations can be
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hard-coded into a VE system, a language for dynamically specifying dependencies and
attachments is a very general tool for describing and modifying virtual worlds [21 ].
A constraint package was a key element of Sutherland's classic work, Sketchpad [16], and
of Boming's Thinglab [1]. Our work with constraints is similar in spirit to both of these
systems, although both of them were restricted to 2D graphics. All three systems
incorporate rather general mechanisms for defining constraints and constraint satisfaction
methods. However, the two earlier constraint systems incorporate an analysis stage, and
Boming's work included two additional satisfaction techniques beyond one-pass solutions
and relaxation.
Manus was developed initially to handle position and orientation constraints on the motion
of rigid objects, and non-rigid motion of polygonal meshes. Thus, unlike the earlier
Sketchpad and Thinglab systems, which were intended to satisfy multiple, interacting
constraints encountered in geometric and mechanical design problems, bolio does not
perform preliminary analysis of the constraint network. Since relaxation is time-consuming
and may not converge, the purpose of this constraint planning step is to identify constraints
that can be satisfied by simpler, direct means, so that relaxation is invoked only when
necessary. However, bolio supports an interactive, time-varying virtual environment,
perhaps with active agents whose behavior may not be known a priori.Thus, constraint
satisfaction has to proceed in parallel with forward simulation, and a constraint preplanning stage is not feasible.
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The manus constraint network is composed of bolio data objects-bOBJECTs-in the
bolio world connected by instances of constraints. Each instance of a constraint contains
i" iormation specific to the objects it is connected to, and pointers to the code necessary to
process the constraint. Thus, constraint instances share procedures but maintain private
copies of relevant data structures. Each time a constraint instance connects to a bOBJECT
which should trigger it, it adds a pointer to itself into the bOBJECTs who-cares list (part of
the constraints structure). Later, when a constraint instance modifies the bOBJECTs,
the bOBJECT notifies all constraint instances in its who-cares list.
Those constraint instances then execute, modifying other bOBJECTS which trigger
constraint instances in their ,vho-cares list, etc. This process proceeds in an manner managed by the manusrenormalizefunction. When a bOBJECT triggers constraint instances in
its who-cares list it actually just puts a pointer to each instance on the end of a global
pending constraint instance list (pending queue). The manus renormalize function goes
sequentially through the queue (in effect a breadth-first search of the constraint network)
invoking constraint instances as they are pulled from the list. As constraint instances execute, objects they affect place new items at the end of the queue. This procedure continues
until the queue is empty. Details of the bolio constraint system can be found in 114, 21].

The Virtual Erector Set (VES)
Dynamic simulation is fundamental to modeling the realistic behavior of agents and objects
in simulated worlds. Point-mass dynamics, however, is clearly inadequate for modeling
objects such as aircraft and vehicles. Therefore, we require methods for simulating the
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dynamics of articulated rigid-body assemblages. Unfortunately, we encounter increasing
computational expense as the objects to be simulated using forward dynamics increase in
complexity.

Work in robotics by Featherstone has resulted in a forward dynamics algorithm that is of
linear time complexity [4]. We have implemented and extended this algorithm in two ways.
First, Featherstone expresses his algorithm in terms of spatialnotation, which is based on
the screw calcults. We have extended this notation such that the mathematical expressions
are simpler and more efficient to execute. Secondly, we have incorporated a technique
suggested by Lathrop which allows kinematic constraints-such as fixed endpoints-to be
freely mixed with specifications of forces and torques acting on arbitrary linkages.

This system has been integrated into our bolio IGSP, and provides us with a forward
dynamics engine with a consistent and uniform interface. That is, it is now straightforward
to incorporate additional simulation packages into bolio which can rely on the Virtual
Erector Set to perform dynamics computation.

The Virtual Erector Set has provided us with a robust and general tool for computing
forward dynamics with endpoint constraints. Development was speeded up due to our use
of C+÷, which facilitated easy coding of mathematical routines using operator overloading.
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Actual timings of the system indicate that it does indeed yield linear complexity in the
number of degrees of freedom to be simulated. This work is reported in detail in 1l11, 12].

The mission visualizer
Emerging virtual eivironment (VE) technologies offer powerful and productive human
interface solutions for command and control problems, and we have set out to demonstrate
the utility of VE technology in this domain.
Our work follows a task-level analysis of the goals and requirements of a mission planning
system, in which workload and stress levels are likely to be very high. It is particularly
important in such situations that the computer interface be as transparent as possible,
requiring a minimum of computer expertise and programming skills. Operators and
aircrews should deal directly with the objects and processes associated with the task, using
a vocabulary and sensorimotor skills that are already familiar to them [19]. We assume that
some other module may perform optimal route calculations; our system could input these
proposed solutions, display them dynamically and in 3D, and make it easy for personnel to
interactively modify flight paths, for example, to take advantage of local terrain masking.
For this reason, we think of the system as a mission visualizer.
Unlike a flight simulator, in which interaction is restricted to cockpit tasks, we have
designed the system to emphasize task level ;nteraction \ h!h
the environment: the operator
can easily change not only his viewpoint, but all the ob),

, mu

their positions within the

environment. We provide models of a:rcraft, terrain, threats and targets, and users interact
directly with these models-voice recognition for speech input, a VPL DataGlove for
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positional input and gesture and posture recognition, and a more conventional mouse and
keyboard interface are all supported. Finally, we provide a range of sensory displays,
including wide field of view (FOV) visual displays, and a force output joystick-a device
that can generate force cues for the operator.
Using 3D input devices, the operator can specify waypoints through which an aircraft
should travel, or prespecified waypoints can be read in from an external source. Once
defined in either fashion, the aircraft module will generate a flight path which will pass
through each of the waypoints, if possible, based on a simplified aerodynamic model
(actually, an A-4 Skyhawk). The system can represent and display an unlimited number of
aircraft, each following its own flight path. Motion of the aircraft along flightpaths can be
interactively controlled using "VCR" controls that allow the operator to stop action, back
up, or fast forward motion as necessary.
The operator can also locate points of interest on the terrain, specify their identity and set
the view to originate or terminate at that point, so that lines of sight (LOS) to or from
aircraft can be checked. The view can be made to track the motion of any specified aircraft,
track a location on the ground from any of the aircraft, or track the motion of a moving
object on the ground. This makes it extremely easy to examine LOS between any objects in
the system.
Camera control in the system is designed to be both flexible and powerful. Out-the-window
views can be easily directed to any object in the environment, including other aircraft,
targets or threats. Views may simply display straight-ahead out-the-window imagery, or
can be made to follow objects as they move through space. At any time, the point-of-regard
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and the viewpoint can be swapped. Voice control is incorporated, so all the operations
described in this section are available via hands-free operation.
Besides simple viewpoint and point of regard control, camera control based on conventional camera movements are possible. For instance, the camera may pan, truck (camera
view point moves toward the point of regard), dolly (camera viewpoint moves
perpendicular to the vector connecting the viewpoint and point of regard), crane, and zoom
(field of view is increased or decreased). Certain points of view can be saved and retrieved
for instantaneous changes to standard reference views.
A more sophisticated level of view control maintains the positions of selected objects at
certain points in the frame. For example, rather than generating an out-the-window view of
a target, it may be more informative to construct a view external to both the aircraft and the
target.
Finally, a system for automatically tracking the closest target or threat is available. This
system can be used to merely indicate the closest target via a line between an aircraft and the
target, or the point of regard can be automatically changed and tracked so that the object of
regard is always the closest target.
Terrain may be derived from aerial imagery using a depth-from-shading algorithm
(Pentland, Alex. P. Shape information from shading: a theory of human perception.
Proceedingsof the Second InternationalConference on Computer Vision, Tampa, FLA,
Dec. 5-8, 1988, 448-455.), or terrain objects may be defined and modified interactively
using solid modeling tools. In principle, terrain information can be derived from other
sources, e.g., DMA DTED, but we have not implemented the necessary interfaces. Terrain
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masked radar coverage is generated and displayed automatically, and the locations of
aircraft with respect to a radar site are continuously tracked. When an aircraft is "visible" to
a radar, the color of the aircraft is changed.
Mission scenarios can easily be created, stored and retrieved using the system. Waypoints
are created using the DataGlove, and paths through these waypoints can be displayed and
edited using the DataGlove. These paths can then be saved in separate files and loaded at a
later time. Positions of targets and threats can also be saved and retrieved. "Menu buttons"
can be created that load aircraft, threats and targets with a single selection. Complicated
scenarios can thus be accomplished by simple scripting without any need for recompilation.
Scripting is performed using Tcl ("tool command language"--a public domain front-end
scripting language [7]), along with an in-house interface to OSF/Motif.
We have developed a mission visualizer based on a VEsystem that we think enhances
situational awareness and provides for easy interaction with proposed mission routes using
3D perspective graphics, and voice and gesture interaction. While we have not conducted
formal evaluations of the system, many visitors, including DoD and Air Force personnel,
have seen the system in operation and have commented favorably. Further details can be
found in [20].
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IRE Z-AXIS OE INFORMATION
Shading Analysis of Terrain
Relevant Personnel:
Work under this topic was conducted by Dr. Alex Pentland, Associate Professor of
Computers, Communication, and Design Technology, and co-Director (with Dr. Edward
H. Adelson) of the Lab's Vision Science Group.

Shape From Shading
Summary
We have developed a closed-form approximate solution to the problem of extracting shape
information from image shading, given standard assumptions. Neither integration nor
iterative propagation of information is required. When boundary conditions (e.g., edges,
singular points) are not available, good estimates of shape may still be extracted by using
the assumption of general viewing position. An improved method for estimating the
illuminant direction was also developed.
ProjectDescription
The extraction of shape from shading has a relatively long history within the field of
comrputer vision. There have been two general classes of algorithm developed: local
algorithms,which attempt to estimate shape from local variations in image intensity, and
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globalalgorfithms, which attempt to propagate information across a shaded surface starting
from points with known surface orientation.
Local algorithms, originally suggested by Dr. Alex Pentland, use strong assumptions about
surface shape in order to extract estimates of surface orientation from the shading
information within a small image neighborhood. A subsequent integration step is required
to convert estimated surface orientation iLt an estimate of surface shape. These local
methods of estimating surface oric

ion have been shown capable of producing good

estimates of shape, however they do not produce exact estimates except under certain
limited situations.
Global algorithms, primarily due to Dr. Berthold K. P. Horn of MIT and his students, also
make use of an assumption about surface shape in order to extract estimates of surface
orientation. In these algorithms, a smoothness assumption is used to relate adjoining
points, enabling spatially-isolated information about absolute surface orientation (which
must be derived using some other technique) to be iteratively propagated across the surface.
The use of a smoothness assumption, however, implies that the algorithms will not
produce exact solutions except under certain limited situations. As with the local estimation
algorithms, integration is normally required to obtain the surface shape.
In this project, we found that by approximating the image reflectance function using the
linear terms of a Taylor series, we were able to derived a simple closed-form expression
that relates surface shape to image intensity. This new result may be used in several ways.
First, this approximation provides a new method of estimating the illuminant direction that
makes weaker assumptions about the viewed scene. Second, this approximation is
invertible in closed form, so that shape information may be recovered directly from image
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shading without the necessity of integration or iterative propagation of shape information.
An finally, because the technique can be implemented by use of linear filters similar to
those thought to exist in biological visual systems it may serve as a model for human
perception.
Special aspects of this approach are that it makes no assumption about surface smoothness
or shape, and that it does not require (but can make use of) boundary conditions to obtain
an estimate of shape. To avoid assumptions about surface smoothness or shape, we have
simplified the shape-from-shading problem by using a linear approximation of the
reflectance function. To avoid requiring known boundary conditions, we have used the
assumption of general viewing position to fill in missing boundary conditions with default
values. The use of these default boundary conditions seems to produce the most accurate
shape estimates for complex, highly-textured surfaces. When boundary conditions are
available, of course, they can be directly incorporated into the shape estimate as described
above.
We believe that this approach to shape-from-shading seems best suited to the recovery of
the high-frequency shape details that are difficult to recover by use of stereo or motion
cues. Because there is no smoothness assumption the technique can be directly applied to
complex (but still continuous) natural surfaces such as hair, cloth or mountains. Further,
experimental results indicate that the recovery process is stable and-especially for the
high-frequency shape details--can be quite accurate. One natural method of integrating
coarse stereo (or motion) information with this shape-from-shading technique would be to
combine their shape estimates in the frequency domain, weighting the stereo information
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most heavily in the low frequencies and the shading information most heavily in the higher
frequencies.
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Managing Visual Complexity
• Adaptive Typography for Dynamic Mapping Environments
• Development of User Interfaces for Multi-Plane Graphics
• Multi-Plane Image Compositing System
Relevant Personnel:
Work under these three sub-topics of managing visually complexity was done under the
supervision of Prof. Muriel R. Cooper, Professor of Visual Studies and Director of
the Lab's Visual Language Workshop, and Mr. Ronald L. MacNeil, a Principal
Research Associate at the Media Laboratory and co-founder with Prof. Cooper of the
Visible Language Workshop.

SUMMARY
The central goal of the work over the contract period has been to build both a hardware and
software environment, including a set of example applications, for exploring advanced
graphics and Al techniques for controlling visual complexity in'aijc scale high resolution
displays for Command, Control and Communications.
To this end we have constructed a prototype display which we believe to be the world's
largest high resolution display with a resolution of 6000 by 2000 pixels over a 60 by 20
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inch CRT surface. The software framework includes a virtual framebuffer architecture
which abstracts away the contorted geometry of the display. Our unique object oriented
window toolkit provides the highest graphic quality anti-aliased fonts, and allows every
object to have variable translucency and focus. Layout relationships between these graphic
objects can be controlled automatically by networks of constraints invoked from a case
library.
Applications have been written to explore various C3 scenarios such as:
- querying an on-line world news and weather events database on the large hi-resolution
display using a cloudless 4km landsat image of earth as the backdrop which enables
many related stories to be seen in their geographic context
- Using the parameters of color, transparency, and focus in a display with as many as 30
salient layers of information we can precisely control which objects are brought to the
users attention and by what amount
- Using the Intelligent Layout system presentations can be generated automatically which
maintain their legibility, structure and style independent of the screen real estate allocated
for them
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Adaptive Typographyfor Dynamic Mapping Environments
When typography moves across a geographic situation display map it will pass over
different colors, densities and textures which can obscure or make ambiguous its meaning.
We have developed image processing techniques for maintaining discernibility and
semantic consistency of typographic elements.
Our approach to maintaining discernibility of the font character is as follows. The critical
discernibility zone of fonts lies between the X height line and the base line. Our adapted
text is a composite of three elements 1) a "fuzzy box" made by low pass filtering the
background under the critical discernibility zone 2) a translucency buffer made by sampling
a symmetric Hermite cubic spline, 3) the original anti-aliased character bits. The resultant
type can be placed over map backgrounds which are visually very noisy ana confusing
without impairing the discernibility of the type. [Bardon 91]

Development of User Interfacesfor Multiplane Graphics
Color Management in Dynamic Mapping Environments:
Improper color management in a situation display can result in unintentional ambiguities or
erroneous cognitive groupings. We have developed an environment which allows graphic
objects to be grouped according to their current relative salience into foreground, context
and background families, and for these groupings to be modified as the situation demands.
Our approach starts by mapping each object's color to a 3-component vector in Munsell
color space, a perceptually derived and therefore perceptually consistent color space. The
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interface shows the user where each object lies within this 3-D color space, and provides
guides and containers for grouping objects. A heuristic color constraint management
system allows the user to modify the local color relationships while maintaining global
ordering. [Bardon 92]
Layout Intelligence:
Communication designers practice an effective form of complexity management when they
lay out graphic elements against a grid system. The size, relative position and style of the
elements and their relationships tells the user about the information hierarchy, making
quick, unambiguous reading possible. Dynamic information environments, where the size
and disposition of elements and their relationships must change rapidly must be able to
function with the same graphic quality as static print graphics.
Our answer to this challenge is to employ the Artificial Intelligence technologies of
constraintsand case-basedreasoning to create an environment in which good graphic
layouts are represented as networks of constraints between graphic elements, with rules for
legibility. New layouts are generated by searching the case library for the closest applicable
layout and adapting it to the exigencies of the current layout task. [Colby 92]

Multi-PlaneImage Compositing System
Information displays for command and control can become dangerous when the amount
and complexity of the information becomes too high, or the meaning of the organization of
graphic elements is ambiguous. Conventional techniques for dealing with complexity
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issues typically lose context when lower priority information is removed or overload the
user by adding warning signals. We have developed methods which can maintain context
while bringing the level of complexity of such displays under control, either manually or
automatically. [Colby, Scholl 91; Scholl 91]
Our approach is to apply image processing techniques that enable the system to control both
the gradients of focus and transparency within an image. A real time demonstration
application was developed on the massively parallel CM2 using a million virtual
processors, one per pixel from 16K real processors. Each layer of a 30-feature layer map
was blurred using pyramid coding techniques, interpolated and composited on the fly,
using Talbot's Transparency algorithm. An multi-level interface was built which allows the
user to control each parameter or to aggregate and prioritized for quick, high-level decision
making.
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MAPS

Relevant Personnel:
Work in this area was under the direction of Dr. Edward Adelson, Associate Professor
of Visual Sciences and co-Director (with Dr. Alex Pentland) of the Lab's Vision
Science Group.

Optimal usage of image data requires that the imagery be of highest visual quality and that it
be stored and retrieved with the greatest possible efficiency. For this reason we have
investigated a number of techniques for image processing and image coding for image data
compression.

Image compression
For image data compression, it is desirable to have a method that reduces the data as much
as possible while maintaining visual fidelity that is as good as possible. We have developed
and implemented a set of coding methods based on quadrature mirror filter (QMF)
pyramids and subband coding. The QMF kernels have been specifically designed so as to
be compact in space and have good frequency selectivity; orientation selectivity has been a
criterion for some of these kernels as well. In addition, the kernels are designed to
minimize the visibility of coding artifacts.
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QMF pyramids, it should be noted, are very closely related to the "wavelet" methods that
have been receiving so much attention recently. QMFs were developed by workers in the
signal processing community; the wavelets were developed independently by
mathematicians. While there have been claims that the wavelets offer revolutionary
advantages, there seems to be little difference in actual perfonnance, and the two classes of
techniques may be regarded as equivalent in most real world applications to image coding.
The image data compression with QMF pyramids has been quite successful. We find that
the 9-tap separable QMF pyramids offer an excellent combination of properties, including
efficient computation and good image coding at low bit rates. We have applied them to
many kinds of imagery, including color maps, range imagery, and human faces.
We have also developed a subband data compression scheme that allows for very fast
reconstruction while giving very good data compression. In order to allow easy use of the
scheme, and in order to allow evaluation and comparison with other systems, we have put
together a C program called "EPIC," for Efficient Pyramid Image Code. EPIC was
developed on Suns but should run on most UNIX systems with minor modifications. The
code is optimized for rapid reconstruction. A mixed Huffman/run-length coding scheme is
used for entropy coding.

Steerable filters
For image analysis and image enhancement, we have developed a new family of 2-D filters
that we call "steerable filters," which are particularly suitable for extracting information
about oriented structures such as lines or edges, as well as for analyzing texture. In
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addition, the steerable filters can be generalized to 3-D for use in analyzing motion
sequences, where time is considered to be the third dimension (X-Y-T). The steerable
filters offer a family of image processing tools that allow for efficient computation.
For image analysis and enhancement we are quite pleased with the results of the steerable
filters. They enable use to find and enhance oriented features in natural scenes.
We have also designed a "steerable pyramid," in which the steerable filter concept is
generalized to a multiscale format. The steerable pyramid allows for image decomposition
and reconstruction. We have used it successfully in image noise removal.

Motion analys
For motion analysis we have adopted a least-squares approach. A patch-wise least-squares
method using a uniform translation model is preferred in cases where the motion field is
spatially complex, while an affine least-squares method over a larger region is preferred
when the affine transformation model is valid.
We have implemented a multiscale version of a least-squares gradient method for analyzing
image motion. We build a multiscale image pyramid, and begin the analysis at the coarse
scale. This allows the initial computations to proceed quickly and deals with the problem of
multiple matches. We use the extracted flow field to produce an initial warp map of the
image. This procedure is iterated from one level to the next, ending with a high resolution
warp map. We have run it on synthetic image sequences and have retrieved a good
approximation to the true warp field.
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This motion analysis has been applied to perform motion-compensated noise reduction on
image sequences. For example, we begin with a noisy image sequence of a van driving
away. The license plate is not legible in any individual frame, but after the noise reduction
process one can clearly read it.
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MULTI-MODAL INTERACTION &SEMANTICandISCOURSE
STRUCTURE

Relevant Personnel:
Work in this area is under the direction of Dr. Richard A. Bolt, Senior Research
Scientist and Director of the Media Lab's Advanced Human Interface Group.

Overview
The goal of this research is to enable commanders to communicate directly with displayed
information via concurrent speech, gestures, and gaze. This work has two aspects. One is
making technologies to capture speech, gesture, and eye outputs work in concert. The other
is developing the software intelligence to interpret such inputs in context and to map to an
appropriate response in graphics and speech or non-speech sound. Such multi-modal
interaction is not necessarily to the exclusion of other modes such as keyboards and mouse
or any other i/o modes, but complementary thereto.
This project stresses multi-modal natural dialog with displayed information. To now, work
in natural language dialog has concentrated on processing strings of words in a natural
language (e.g., English, French, German, etc.) either typed or spoken. Some few studies
have combined spoken input with manual pointing; none to our knowledge have combined
all three modes of speech, gestures, and gaze concurrently and in a single system.
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Language in everyday life, particularly where people are discussing things right in front of
them-as would be the case with commandtcrs before map displays-is ordinarily
accompanied by gestures and glances. Such gestures pointing out :his or that item, describe
this or that movement or action. Glances serve the multiple roles of referencing things (by
glancing at them), alerting a dialog partner that this or that gesture is important (looking at
their hands), and in general serving to orchestrate the "social" side of the dialog. Thus,
traditional natural language work, by not involving all three input modes, has left out major
parts of what "naturally" occurs in natural language.
We have made a strong beginning toward making it possible for commanders to
communicate with displayed data directly via such multi-modal natural language. Three
achievements of note in this work, specifically, are that we have implemented and
demonstrated for the first time ever:
"•speech, gaze, and manual input combined at a single interface. Prior interface work, both
our own and that of others, has use speech-plus-pointing, gaze alone, speech alone, but
not before with all three modes working concurrently.
"*two-hand,free-handed gesturalinput, with accompanying speech and gaze, to indicate,
rotations, shifts, translations, re-scalings, of solid 3-D items in free-space.
"•modulation offree-hand gestural input by gaze, specifically the case where the user is
looking at the hands thus makes the hands referential, not merely for emphasis.
We have demonstrated concurrent speech, gaze, and pointing gesture input in an interface
that simulated a forest-fire situation. "Icons" representing bulldozers, water-carrying planes
and helicopters, firefighter units, and current conflagrations were set against a background
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map of forest terrain. The user could address an icon and inquire the status of the unit or
fire that it represented. A typical inquiry took the form: "What is the status of that (looking
and/or pointing)?" Icons representing units could be moved freely about, e.g., "Move that
unit (looking and/or pointing) south of that unit (looking or pointing)." Units could be
created ("Make a helicopter unit.. .there (looking and/or pointing), and named ("Call that
(looking and/or pointing) unit 'Bravo.'
While projects in the past have combined speech plus manual pointing (including our own
lab's pioneering "Put-That-There" project), and several investigations (again, including
some at our lab) have featured eye input (Cf. Bolt, 1992), this demonstration is the first in
our knowledge to freely admix all three modes of input.
Free-hand manual input has been used to date mostly as an adjunct in "virtual reality"
demonstrations where the user is visually immersed in a 3-D graphically rendered space
displayed via helmet-mounted monitors. The user, wearing a special glove, indicates with
the index finger of one hand the direction in which they would like to "fly," and raises or
lowers the thumb as a kind of accelerator/brake. Additionally, in a recent CAD/CAM
application, researchers used the single hand with limited speech to stretch and mold
graphically rendered solid shapes. However, to our knowledge, our lab been the first to
use two hands in free-handmanual input, that input accompanied by speech, and
modulated by gaze.
In our demonstration system (Bolt and Herranz, 1992), the user could use two-handed
gestures to scale, rotate, and translate 3-D solid objects (airplanes) on the graphics display.
The amount of scaling or movement was gauged by the distance the hands were held apart
in front of the user: that is, the distance between the hands was taken to reflect the relative
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size of the item. Where there was more than one item on display; the item to be re-scaled or
manipulated was the item the user was looking at.
Two general types of "co-verbal speech" were implemented in this two-handed gestural
input situation. The first was kinemimic gestures, used with speech to indicate graphical
manipulations or to describe dynamic situations. An example for graphical manipulation
might be: "Turn that kiooking at some specific item).. .this way (the two hands describing a
twisting motion, one hand "pinned" in place, the other sweeping an arc)." Another type of
kinemimic gesture implemented was that of describing dynamic situations (much like the air
ace describing an aerial "dogfight"): for example, "The tank went this way (describing a
path with one hand), and the truck came along this way (describing. a path with the other
hand relative to the path described by the first hand)." The second type of gesture was
spatiographic,used to specify static layouts or placement of items. An example might be:
"The command post was here (indicating with one hand).. .and the tower was here
(indicating a spot with the other hand relative to the first)."
We have demonstrated what to our knowledge is the first instance of a speech-and-gesture
input system which interprets such input based upon whether or not the user is looking at
their hands. Consider someone describing how good the fishing is in a certah. 2ond. They
hold their hands up before them and "chop the air" while saying something like "The best
fishing around these parts is at Moosehead Lake." Now, should the speaker be looking us
in the eye, we spontaneously interpret their hand gesturing as merely lending emphasis to
their words; the gestures carry no additional information. However, should they instead be
looking down at their hands as they speak, we take that self-same gesture to indicate the
size of thefish. What happens in this second instance-where we see anothe; looking at
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their hands as they speak-is that we interpret their hands as referential.We see their hands
not simply performing "baton movements" along with their speech, but as pointing to some
meaning beyond themselves.

Hardware and technologies
A Hewlett-Packard 835 workstation with Turbo SRX graphics served as the central
machine of our mini-network. It receives inputs from several microprocessors in turn
support eyetracking, speech recognition, and gesture sensing. This response is some action
on the HP 835's graphics display, possibly accompanied by synthesized speech output on
a DecTalkTM speech synthesis system.
It is vital that the user's inputs in speech, gesture, and gaze be synchronized in real-time.
For instance, when the user utters "...that...," the system must be able to determine what
item the user is looking or pointing to at that moment. Accordingly, all data arriving at the
HP 835 is passed through an HP28667A Real-Time Interface Board to be "time-stamped"
as to its time of arrival; much of our networking effort was devoted to resolve this
synchronization issue.
Eyetracking is via head-mounted ISCANTM eyetracking optics processed through ISCANTM
RK-426 image-processing logic board housed in an IBM AT PC. Hand-tracking is done by
a left and right pair of DataGlovesTM, the raw output from either glove's logic box going
into a DEC 5000 workstation; the DEC consolidates and pre-processes the raw glove data
and sends it on to the central HP 835.
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Over most of our effort we used discrete-word speech recognition, initially a small 50word vocabulary system, (TI-Speech by Texas Instruments). We then went to a larger,
more sophisticated 25K-word vocabulary system (DragonDictate by Dragon Systems),
which also proved to be more robust in the presence of ambient noise. However, both
discrete-word systems presented the problem of having to pause about a third of a second
between spoken works, making stilted what should be naturally flowing. Later, we
acquired a connected speech system (the Ruby system by BBN, Inc.) which permits

spoken input without a pause required between words, not only to improve the "flow" of
words, that of gesture and gaze as well. (Work with this system will be carried forward in

our follow-on project ("Virtual Environments in Command and Control for Ultra-High
Definition Displays," sponsored by DARPA/RL, Contract No. F30602-92-C-0141,
effective 7/1/92).
The software "agent
The central HP 835 machine hosts the software "agent," implemented in LISP, that
interprets the inputs in looking, speech, and gesture, and plans an appropriate response.
The strategy in interpreting the multiple streams of speech, gesture, and looking is, first, to
parse the incoming speech stream. That is, nothing occurs by virtue of looking or gestures,
alone; actions in gestures and/or eyes by themselves are insufficient to set off any system
action. In future versions of our system, we may introduce the case of system's responses
where a gesture or glance is sufficient to set off some system action. This may be some
aspect of personalization of the system, where some deep acquaintance between system and
user has been bt~dt up with sufficient mutual understanding to allow such to occasionally
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happen. Meanwhile, this convention avoids the situation where a random look or gesture
may set off some unintended consequence.
First, the agent would parse the spoken input to see if the string of spoken words met an
acceptable syntax. If the string of words did not meet an acceptable syntax-usually that of
an interrogative sentence ("What is the status of that unit?") or a command ("Color that
blue."), then the user was so informed via our system's speech synthesizer.
If the spoken sentence passed the input syntax check, then the input would be examined to
see whether or not it contained a complete command at the level of speech. An example is:
"Place the blue tank to the east of the red tower," where there is on the display only one
blue tank and a single red tower. Under these circumstances, there is no ambiguity. Should
there be no red tower on the display, however, there is a semantic error in the input: the
situation given in words does not correspond to the state of affairs as given by the display.
The error message in this case might be the computer saying to the user "Which tower?" (if
more than one tower on display), or perhaps "Do you mean the green tower?" (if there
were only one tower on view and its color were green).
If the input is syntactically complete and semantically consistent with the material on the
screen, the system simply executes the command as give in speech. It will not insist that the
user either be looking or pointing by hand at the items specified in speech. This is in
contrast to the situation where the machine might be explaining to the user some aspect of
an item on display; should the user not be looking at the item, or portion of the item the
machine is discussing or explaining, it would make sense for the computer to insist that the
user be looking at the appropriate spot on the display while it is trying to explain something
or to describe some process.
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Gestalts

When we use speech, gesture and gaze, we automatically distribute what we intend to say
over those three modes. For instance, we say "Look at that!" while glancing in some
direction, perhaps pointing at some particular thing. Correspondingly, our listener has a
complementary skill in reconstituting our meaning by integrating what we say with what
they observe in our gestures and gaze. It is this latter skill-the skill of the listener to put
together the separate threads of meaning in speech, gesture, an,

-which we are trying

to impart to the machine. One aspect of this skill lies in people's ability, both as the sender
and receiver of bits of multi-modal dialog-to see the world around them as organized in
"gestalts": to see certain items as "belonging together" on the basis of common color,
proximity, size, shape, and so on. This perceptual ability makes it possible for people to
reference things as groups, thus facilitating communication.
We have taken steps to have the machine deal with items on its display in terms of such
"gestalts." The user says "Delete those," while sweeping their hand over a set of items.
Which items to delete? Only those in the direct path of the sweep? Or, should the system
insist that the user point (or gaze) at each and every item they wish to d( lete? The premise
of the "gestalt" approach is that the user tends perceptually to cluster certain items together
and to perform gestures on the basis of such groupings. For the message to be effective,
however, the machine must also "see" those very same items as similarly grouped.
Accordingly, we have programmed the computer to examine the display and attempt to
discern groupings of items which seem to belong together on the basis of proximity, and
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similar color, size, and shape. The program takes sets of items arranged at will by the
experimenter, proceeds to "look" at them, and then display "andidate groupings of items it
decides "belong together" figurally. This exercise in endowing the machine with
rudimentary principles of gestalt perception is an significant step in endowing the machine
with sets of frameworks held in common with the human user, the better to aid reference.

Gesture interpretation
Inputs from speech and eye seem to have fundamental units: the word and the fixation,
respectively. The elements of gestural input are less clear. We found that we needed a way
to segment gestural input into basic units, or "proto-gestures," without prematurely
imputing this or that "meaning" to any movement or position.
Our approach to gesture recognition is neither to pattern-match data from our gesturesensing gloves with "templates" of canonical gestures, nor the development of
"taxonomies." Rather, our software "agent" uses a combination top-down, bottom-up
approach to interpret the incoming information from the user in speech, gesture, and gaze.
The top-down part of the approach consists of looking first at the incoming speech stream,
checking it for syntax, and then checking whether it contains all of the information to form
a coherent request or command. An example might be "What is the status of the blue unit?"
where there is in fact only one blue unit-marker on display. There is thus no ambiguity in
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the inquiry-as opposed to where there were several blue markers present on the display.t
In contrast, if the inquiry were "What is the status of that unit?" and several unit-markers
were shown on the display, then the computer would begin to "search the situation" in
order to disambiguate the referent-the "situation" including where the user was looking or
pointing when they uttered "...that unit...".
The bottom-up part of the approach is the ongoing aggregation, for both hands, of the raw
data from the gesture-sensing gloves into "raw features" and further into gestural segments
dubbed "gestlets." Raw features includes such discriminations as "palm facing right,"
"thumb relaxed," "index finger straight," and so forth. Gestlets include such
characterizations as "palm rotation clockwise," and dynamic components such as "attack,"
"sweep," and "lift." These raw features and gestlets thus are characterizations of the attitude
and dynamics of the hands and its parts that are more condensed than the raw data, but stop
short of interpretation of what may or not be "meant.
Thus, when the user says "Delete that!" the computer looks amidst the gestlet data
occurring at that time to see whether there is evidence to support the hypothesis that the
user might be pointing at or looking in some distinct spot at that time: Is the index finger
extended, the other fingers flexed? Is the hand oriented such that the index finger aims

t This example inquiry is complete and well-formed at the level of speech. and no additional information
from gaze or gesture is required. However, in the case of a command with serious or irrevocable
consequences, the program might well require that the user also look, point, or both, at the item(s)
referenced in speech
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toward the screen. Failing to fine contextually meaningful data in the domain of gestural
input, the agent program then considers the inputs for eye: specifically, does the eye data
suggest that the user was "dwelling" on some particular item at the time of saying
"...that..."?
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HOLOGRAPHIC TERAINMAPIN

Relevant Personnel:
Work in this area is under the direction of Dr. Stephen A. Benton, Professor of Media
Technology, Head of the Media Arts and Sciences Section, and Director of the Lab's
Spatial Imaging Group.

HOLOGRAPHIC TERRAIN MAPPING: soft copy (holographic video)
Interaction with holographic images generated in less than two seconds
A representative digital data object may consist of 10,000 polygonal facets, of which half
are usually visible from the viewing zone. Each of these is populated with points at a
density that produces a surface that just appears solid (but not a density so high as to cause
"laser speckle" to appear). A typical density (depending on the resolution of the optical
system) is 5 points/mm, which may result in an average of 10 points per elemental surface
polygon. Thus about 5000 points may contribute to the holographic fringe pattern at any
one time. Table look-up methods implemented on the Connection Machine (Model 2) have
reduced the computation time to less than 100 microseconds per point (in June 1991; this
number has steadily decreased over time as experience has been gained with the CM2), so
that total recomputation times of about 0.5 seconds can be reached (another 0.5 second or
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more can be added by system and network overhead, and I/O rate limitations). This brings
the image response time well within what we consider to be "interactive times" for
holographic video images. Only simple interaction interfaces have been explored so far,
and much work remains to be done in this area.

Full-ColorMoving HolographicVideo Images
The holographic video display system is based on an acoustical-optical modulator and
carefully matched horizontal scanning mirror. The modulator has three parallel channels
that can independently and simultaneously be illuminated by three different wavelengths of
light, such as red, green, and blue light. Each of these can be modulated by a separately
computed holographic pattern, scaled to bring the images in each wavelength to the same
location and size, so that they are registered in three-dimensional space. A speciallyfabricated diffraction compensating plate is also needed to bring all three beams back into
approximate register in order to match the optical axis of the overall system. This was first
demonstrated for still images in October, 1991, and has since been extended to complex
moving images.
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HOLOGRAPHIC TERRAIN MAPPING - hard copy
Holograms with Wide Viewing Angle
Hard-copy holograms made by conventional optical techniques present only a modest range
of side-to-side viewing angles, typically +/- 15 degrees (30 degrees total). Thus, only a
limited amount of "look around" (an important source of distance information) can be
offered by the image. Attempts to increase the viewing angle ordinarily require a scale-up
of several large optical components, especially collimating lenses, greatly increasing the
size and cost of a holographic hard-copy printer. Exposing a computer-generated hologram
with small-size and closely-spaced optics introduces severe spatial distortions that are
ordinarily unacceptable in a precision image. However, because those distortions arise
from well-understood physical processes that may be modeled with considerable accuracy,
the input images (the data fed to the holographic printer) can be pre-distorted in a
mathematically complementary way so as to carefully "balance out" the optical distortions,
providing an undistorted image with a wide angle of view. In this way, we have been able
to increase the angle of view beyond +/- 50 degrees for holograms 300 mm square (frontal
area), and only slightly less for holograms over a meter square.

Holograms of Paper-MapSize (Meter-Square)
The mass and complexity of a holographic laser printer usually grows as the third power of
the linear size of the resulting hologram. Thus the scale-up from 300 mm square to metersquare images would be expected to produce a printer 30 times as massive and complex,
likely to be prohibitively large for field use. Instead, using the pre-distortion concepts
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mentioned above and a novel one-step optical method for hologram printing, we have
demonstrated a remarkably compact printer for holographic film over a meter in width.
These holograms can be made in almost any length required, but the samples to date have
been about a meter square in size. These holograms are intended for illumination with a
single-color point source (typically a laser), and subsequent work has been aimed at
producing white-light viewable holograms of the same size.

Utilization of 3-D Data Spaces
Most of our holographic map images provide the optical equivalent of a plastic relief model,
although of arbitrarily exaggerated depth scale. However, the variation of the views with
horizontal location can also be used to introduce more profound variations of the data that is
presented. For example, the map may change format from a topological display to a
features display (roads, landmarks, etc.) that is mapped over the same three-dimensional
relief surface, so that the spatial correspondence between several different sets of data can
be made obvious to even a hasty observer. Another option for the use of the new
holographic degree of freedom is the use of "pop in" display inserts that bring specified
regions of the 3-D map surface forward to the viewer at much higher magnification, with a
pointer dropping back toward the relevant location on the map. Although each "pop in"
obscures the view of a portion of the map "ground" from any one viewing position,
moving from side to side reveals features under the "pop in" so that the entire underlying
map information may be appreciated.
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Information andBandwidth Reductionfor Computed Holograms
Since the late '60's, researchers have speculated about the generation of hologram fringe
patterns by computer, and their electronic transmission to remote displays. Unfortunately, a
cursory analysis reveals that many gigapixels are needed to reconstruct a conventional
hologram, and most research was abandoned in despair. Such holograms, however,
reconstruct images with detail far beyond what the human eye can appreciate. At the Media
Lab, we have concentrated on reducing the information content of holograms to meet only
the minimum informational needs of the human observer. These reductions imply, in
information theoretical terms, significant reductions in the computation and bandwidth
needed to generate and transmit holograms. This part of our research program has been
directed toward exploring these promised reductions, and finding practical implementations
that take advantage of them.
One aspect of this work has been the development of the lensless-Fourier-transform optical
geometry that produces a particularly straightforward interference fringe pattern for
computation and transmission. The elemental hologram corresponding to each image point
is, in this case, a cosinusoidal intensity pattern with a spatial frequency that varies between
specific low and high frequencies that vary only in the rate of change (or "chirp") that
reflects their distance from the hologram plane. That is to say that the holograms are
"spatially invariant" with respect to the x- and y-coordinates, and have no terms higher than
second order. These signals resemble those of chirped radar systems, and allow similar
analytical tools to be brought to bear. In practical terms, they have allowed the minimization
of the bandwidth of the transmitted signals by the elimination of low-frequency noise
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terms, and the implementation of a simplified table look-up approach to hologram
generation to permit image recalculation at high speed.
Increasing image quality (image realism); decreasingcomputation time; productionof
surface-shadedimages, with new approachesto solid-scene rendering
The "objects" that are simulated in simple computed holograms consist of collections of
thousands of individual point sources, each "radiating" independently of the others to
produce a total wavefield for interference with a coherent reference wave. The simplest
images are wire frames, with distant image features being visible through nearer ones.
Increasingly laborious computations can provide more realistic image features, and more
effective aids to the comprehension of the spatial complexity of the data. Our hologram
computation software has introduced, in succession, occlusion or opacity clues to depth,
surface shading by filling facets with continuous-looking collections of points, physicallyrealistic light and shadowing of surfaces, full color images, and glossy (specular)
highlights. Each elaboration increases the complexity of the calculations, and the
corresponding computation time, so that a tradeoff of interactivity and realism must be
accepted at every step.
A key issue is, then, the speeding-up of the underlying calculations of the hologram fringes
corresponding to a single object point. A propitious choice of optical geometry produces a
particular type of fringe pattern (described above) that is amenable to a table look-up
approach. This requires the pre-computation of all possible fringe patterns, and their
loading into memory, which can take several minutes. However, subsequent image
calculations take less than a tenth as much time as calculating the patterns "from scratch."
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HolographicHard-Copy PrinterStudy Model
In order to build an automatic holographic hard-copy printer, a "holographic laser printer"
that responds simply to the push of a button, a one-optical-step holographic printing
technique has to be invented. The high-visual-quality holographic images seen today are the
result of two-step processes that first generate a "master," and then a white-light viewable
"copy" hologram, requiring human operator intervention. Our research has been aimed at
producing, in a single-stage automatable step-and-repeat optical printing process, a whitelight viewable reflection hologram. In addition, we require this technology to be scalable
from 300-mm/side to 1-meter/side, in order to produce holograms comparable to paper map
in size, with impressive depth included. Our laser printer prototypes have combined highresolution liquid-crystal spatial light modulators for real-time input, heat-processed highresolution photopolymer recording materials for real-time output, and a novel optical
system in between to produce near-image-plane images with a wide angle of view.
The key to the novel optical system is the fabrication of a holographic optical element that
scatters light in a single direction, such as up-to-down, without scattering from side-toside, and without the creation of low-resolution intensity variations in the vertical direction.
That is to say that the laser "speckle" patterns that conventional diffusers produce must
have their low-spatial-frequency components removed for this diffuser to work properly.
The design and fabrication of this diffuser element have been the central research topics of
this part of the research program. So far, visually acceptable results have been produced at
the 300-mm/side scale, as demonstrated in monochrome images in the Autumn of 1991.
However, the scale-up of this particular diffuser design has also scaled up the
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corresponding speckle patterns, producing objectionable mottling in the large-size
holograms. Thus research on the statistical optical design of th -se key components has
continued, delaying the building of a second full-size holographic laser printer prototype.
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LOOKNG Al THI USER
Relevant Personnel:
Work under this topic was conducted by Dr. Alex Pentland, Associate Professor of
Computers, Communication, and Design Technology, and co-Director (with Dr. Edward
H. Adelson) of the Lab's Vision Science Group.

Looking at the User: Face Recognition

Summay
We have developed a near-real-time computer system which can locate and track a subject's
head, and then recognize the person by comparing characteristics of the face to those of
known individuals. The research paper describing this system won a Best Paper Prize from
the IEEE for the year 1991 (Turk, M., and Pentland, A., (1991) "Face Recognition Using
Eigenfaces," IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and PatternRecognitton, pp. 586-591,
Maui, HI., June 1991).
The computational approach taken in this system is motivated by both physiology and
information theory, as well as by the practical requirements of near-real-time performance
and accuracy. Our approach treats the face recognition problem as an intrinsically twodimensional recognition problem rather than requiring recovery of three-dimensional
geometry, taking advantage of the fact that faces are normally upright and thus may be
described by a small set of 2-D characteristic views.
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The system functions by projecting face images onto a feature space that spans the
significant variations among known face images. The significant features are known as
"eigenfaces," because they are the eigenvectors (principal components) of the set of faces;
they do not necessarily correspond to features such as eyes, ears, and noses. The
projection operation characterizes an individual face by a weighted sum of the eigenface
features, and so to recognize a particular face it is only necessary to compare these weights
to those of known individuals.
Some particular advantages of our approach are that it provides for the ability to learn and
later recognize new faces in an unsupervised manner, and that it is easy to implement using
a neural network architecture.

Proiect Description
Computational models of face recognition are interesting because they can contribute not
only to theoretical insights but also to practical applications. Computers which recognize
faces could be applied to a wide variety of problems, including criminal identification,
security systems, image and film processing, and human-computer interaction. For
example, the ability to model a particular face and distinguish it from a large number of
stored face models would make it possible to vastly improve criminal identification.
Unfortunately, developing a computational model of face recognition is quite difficult,
because faces are complex, multidimensional, and meaningful visual stimuli. They are a
natural class of objects, and stand in stark contrast to sine wave gratings, the "blocks
world," and other artificial stimuli used in human and computer vision research. Thus,
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unlike most early visual functions, for which we may construct detailed models of retinal or
striate activity, face recognition is a very high level task for which computational
approaches can currently only suggest broad constraints on the corresponding neural
activity.
We therefore focused our research towards developing a sort of early, preattentive pattern
recognition capability that does not depend upon having three-dimensional information or
detailed geometry. Our goal, which we believe we have reached, was to develop a
computational model of face recognition which is fast, reasonably simple, and accurate in
constrained environments such as an office or a household. In addition the approach is
biologically implementable and is in concert with preliminary findings in the physiology
and psychology of face recognition.
The scheme is based on an information theory approach that decomposes face images into a
small set of characteristic feature images, called "eigenfaces," which may be thought of as
the principal components of the initial training set of face images. Recognition is performed
by projecting a new image into the subspace spanned by the eigenfaces ("face space") and
then classifying the face by comparing its position in face space with the positions of
known individuals.
Automatically learning and later recognizing new faces is practical within this framework.
Recognition under widely varying conditions is achieved by training on a limited number of
characteristic views (e.g., a "straight on" view, a 45 degree view, and a profile view). The
approach has advantages over other face recognition schemes in its speed and simplicity,
learning capacity, and insensitivity to small or gradual changes in the face image.
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The early attempts making computers recognize faces were limited by the use of
impoverished face models and feature descriptions (e.g. locating features from an edge
image and matching simple distances and ratios), assuming that a face is no more than the
sum of its parts, the individual features. Recent attempts using parameterized feature
models and multiscale matching look more promising, but still confront severe problems
before they are generally applicable. Current connectionist approaches tend to hide much of
the pertinent information in the weights which makes it difficult to modify and evaluate
parts of the approach.
The eigenface approach to face recognition was motivated by information theory, leading to
the idea of basing face recognition on a small set of image features that best approximate the
set of known face images, without requiring that they correspond to our intuitive notions of
facial parts and features. Although it is not an elegant solution to the general recognition
problem, the eigenface approach does provide a practical solution that is well fitted to the
problem of face recognition. It is fast, relatively simple, and has been shown to work well
in a constrained environment. It can also be implemented using modules of connectionist or
neural networks.
It is important to note that many applications of face recognition do not require perfect
identification, although most require a low false positive rate. In searching a large database
of faces, for example, it may be preferable to find a small set of likely matches to present to
the user. For applications such as security systems or human-computer interaction, the
system will normally be able to "view" the subject for a few seconds or minutes, and thus
will have a number of chances to recognize the person. Our experiments show that the
eigenface technique can be made to perform at very high accuracy, although with a
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substantial "unknown" rejection rate, and thus is potentially well suited to these
applications.
We are currently investigating in more detail the issues of robustness to changes in lighting,
head size, and head orientation, automatically learning new faces, incorporating a limited
number of characteristic views for each individual, and the tradeoffs between the number of
people the system needs to recognize and the number of eigenfaces necessary for
unambiguous classification. In addition to recognizing faces, we are also beginning efforts
to use eigenface analysis to determine the gender of the subject and to interpret facial
expressions, two important face processing problems that complement the task of face
recognition.
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INVENTIONS/PATENTS
The following patent applications arose out of this sponsored work:
A Method and Apparatus for Solving Finite Element Method Equations
- MIT Case No. 5349 - Prof. Alex P. Pentland
A new method for solving finite element method (FEM) and/or interpolation (lofting)
problems with greatly reduced computational cost. This method uses wavelet functions to
compute solutions to FEM, interpolation at a cost proportional to the number of nodes
defining the problem, whereas previous solutions have a cost proportional to the square of
the number of nodes. For large problems, therefore, this solution can be many orders of
magnitude cheaper (or faster) than standard methods.
Method to Enhance Images
- MIT Case No. 5684 - Prof. Edward H. Adelson
(the work underlying this invention was also supported by Goldstar, Ltd.)
We describe a new class of techniques to remove noise from images and to enhance their
visual appearance. The general approach we describe is to 1) convert an image into a set of
coefficients in a multi-scale image representation; 2) modify each coefficient based on its
amplitude, and the amplitude of coefficients of related orientation, position, or scale;
3) convert the modified coefficients back to a pixel representation to make the enhanced
image.
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CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
Our 2K x 6K pixel display work demonstrated in dramatic fashion the potential of YM
high resolution computer-based displays. Text, graphics, and dynamic images can be
shown with great flexibility and-at 100 pixels per inch-a visual quality that rivals print
media. Further directions for research to support such displaying include experimentation
in novel approaches to frame-buffer organization and the exploration of networking
techniques, including fiber optic transmission, to support such display density.
Virtual environment systems for terrain visualization and mission planning appear to hold
much promise. Our work in this area concentrated upon modeling technologies for terrain,
vehicles, and aircraft, and developing approaches to dynamic simulation. We also explored
whole-hand input as a means of communicating gesturally with the simulation system.
Approaches to task-level interaction need refinement; needed as well are expanded means
for user interaction with the virtual environment.
Displayed mapping information can involve many concurrent informational "layers": terrain
features, structures, changes over time, weather, movement of equipment and personnel,
and so forth. Our work in multinlane-grhics demonstrates that through the application of
special techniques in color, transparency, and focus (blur), it is possible to control in a very
precise way what subsets of such layered information are brought to the user's attention.
We have also demonstrated how fonts can move across different backgrounds yet retain
high legibility. Also, we have shown how intelligent layout systems, can automate the
"look" of graphical presentations independent of allotted display space, and yet maintain
legibility and figural integrity.
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Our work in image coding and compression techniques demonstrates the high value of such
techniques as command and control systems develop ever larger volumes of data traffic.
Approaches such as we have researched can also help to eliminate display bottlenecks.
Our work in computer face-recognition with its eigenvector ("eigenface") approach is
necessarily preliminary. However, with development, it could have considerable utility in
areas of law enforcement such as drug traffic interdiction where many faces, as in crowded
airport terminals, might have to be screened.
In our multi-modal natural dialogue work the value of connected over discrete speech
recognition was made clear: the need deliberately to pause between uttered words interferes
strongly with the pace and rhythm of any concurrent gesture and gaze. Connected speech
input is thus strongly to be preferred, even at the cost of a smaller active vocabulary. We
also note the potential value of directed audio output, as when, toward the end of our
project, we went from a 20-inch diagonal to a 6-foot diagonal display screen. Where the
visual arena is greater, the value of apparent directional source of sound gains importance.
The invention and first demonstration of color video holography was a prime technical
achievement under this contract. Follow-up in this area includes enlarging the size of the
image, and increasing the quality of color effects achieved.
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